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There are many kinds of poverty and different groups who are poor. Gaining an understanding of 

these differences can help us reach and teach those with limited resources. Although some 

statistics are provided, the focus is on stories and creating a deeper understanding. 

 

Food insecurity in the U.S. - key statistics and graphics 

https://www.ers.usda.gov/topics/food-nutrition-assistance/food-security-in-the-us/key-statistics-

graphics.aspx 

 

 

Feeding America - Real Stories of Hunger (YouTube) - short videos 

https://youtube.com/user/feedingamerica 

 

Frontline - Poor Kids (54 minutes) 

Poverty through the eyes of children in 3 poor families in 2012, updated 2017. 

https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/frontline/film/poor-kids/ 

 

Books 
**Nickel and Dimed - On (Not) Getting By in America by Barbara Ehrenreich  

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/barbara-ehrenreich/nickel-and-dimed/ 

An immersive view of low-wage workers in the 1990's yet still relevant. 

**Hand to Mouth: Living in Bootstrap America by Linda Tirado 

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/linda-tirado/hand-to-mouth-living/ 

A mom's view of welfare that is sometimes hard to read (get ready for curse words!). Tirado is 

controversial but her chapter titled - 'I've got way bigger problems than a spinach salad can 

solve' is important reading especially for nutrition professionals. 

**Nomadland - Surviving America in the Twenty-First Century by Jessica Bruder 

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/jessica-bruder/nomadland/ 

Immersive report of 'house-less' low-wage workers who travel throughout the U.S. seeking 

seasonal work. 

**Evicted - Poverty and Profit in an American City by Matthew Diamond 

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/book-reviews/matthew-desmond/evicted/ 

Immersive study of 8 families in low income housing in Milwaukee, WI from 2008-2009. 

**$2 A Day: Living on Almost Nothing in America by Kathryn Edin and Luke Schaefer 

https://www.kirkusreviews.com/features/kathryn-edin-and-luke-shaefer/ 

Stories from across the country about living in extreme poverty in 2012. 

 

Games & training activities  
**Get info about SPENT (an interactive game where you go through a month of budgeting 

decisions at the poverty level) and the Skittles game here 

https://faithandfamilyhomelessness.com/recommended-models/experiences-simulation-

expercises/ 
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**Homelessness, poverty training activities from the National Association for the Education of 

Homeless Children and Youth (6 page PDF) 

http://www.naehcy.org/sites/default/files/dl/conf-2014/h/c5/shebeck-exercises.pdf 

 

Other resources 
Donna Beegle - a speaker/trainer about poverty 

https://www.combarriers.com/speakers 

About Donna Beegle who grew up in generational poverty in a family of seasonal workers 

picking fruit 

http://inamerica.blogs.cnn.com/2012/04/18/opinion-all-kids-should-take-poverty-101/ 
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